
One Stop Operator 

Q & A 

 

3/20/17 
 
Q.  Any idea of budget limitations? 
 
A.  We want them to cost out each service and we are not giving a limit.  We feel there needs to 
be some negotiation but at this time we just want them to figure out how much it would cost to 
offer each service in the scope of work. 
 
Q.  Would serving as the Operator put us in conflict if we desired to enter into other financial 
arrangements (training contracts, etc.) with the WIB? 
 
A. If the entity wanted to be in contract to do WorkSource center services, that is a conflict 
unless the entity can show there is a firewall between WorkSource center services and One-
Stop-Operator. 
 
3/23/17 
 
Q.       Please confirm due date for proposals. Paragraph below appears on page 6 of RFP: 
Completed proposals are due electronically to info@laneworkforce.org by 5:00 p.m. on April 
30, 2017. Proposals will not be opened or reviewed that are not received by 5:00 p.m. on 
March 30, 2017.  
 
A.     This is a typo error.  Page 6 should read April 30, 2017. 
 
3/28/17 
 
Q. When will work begin under this contract- what is the start date? 

A. Contracts will be in place by July 1, 2017. DOL guidance has informed us that we should 

have an OSO contract in place by July 1, 2017.  

Q. Do you see this as an ongoing project or is there an end date associated? 

A. WIOA states that local WDB must have a contract with an OSO active through the life of 

WIOA.   
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Q. Quarterly report out is the deliverable? 

A. The local workforce board will set the deliverables in their contracts, but quarterly 

reporting could be one of the deliverables. 

Q. How long would the contract be for, what is the contract period? 

A. 1 year, with an option to extend up to three years. 

Q. Can there be multiple staff from the same entity conducting the assessments?  

A. Yes, The reason that the board is looking for a joint OSO is so there is best practice 

sharing between areas, the process used and communication within the contracted entity will 

be up to the entity. 

Q. Is doing other work for or with any of the other WIBs allowed? What constitutes a 

firewall?  

A. If an entity is the areas One Stop program provider or One Stop Partner, then the entity 

would need a firewall. If you are performing other services under contract with the boards that 

fall outside of the One Stop then a firewall is not needed. 

Q. Any idea on budget? 

A. We did not include budget parameters, as we have not contracted for a One Stop 

Operator before and are looking for reasonable cost for the services requested. This is the 

reason we’ve requested that costs per service be included in the proposal. Local areas can then 

decide which services they need, can afford and contract directly for those services. 

Q. Is this different than the WIA operator? 

A.  WIOA extends the definition to define that an entity must be procured through an open 

and competitive process. Under WIOA very specific measures must be in place for the local 

board to act as the one-stop operator. For the 4 boards involved, we have chosen to procure an 

outside entity rather than conduct the OSO services by the board. 

Q. Would one area per quarter, with an annual report submitted be acceptable?  

A. This would be determined in the contract negotiation with each local board, rather than 

be prescriptive within the RFP. Each local area board will have the need for regular reporting.  

Some of this will be based on the centers themselves, as some are very small and not take as 

much time or require effort for a comprehensive analysis.  


